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Pierre Auger Observatory upgrade - AugerPrime
 AugerPrime upgrade - the Surface Detector stations will get a: 

 Radio Detector (RD) antenna
 Surface scintillator detector (SSD)
 Small photo-multiplier tube to the water-Cherenkov detector (WCD)

 Main Goal: Primary particle mass decomposition.
 RD purpose: electromagnetic energy measurements above 60° 

zenith angles.
 Current status: 10/1661 RD antennas are installed and ongoing 

mass production.

 For technical details on RD see Julian Rautenberg’s slides:
https://indico.cern.ch/event/826366/contributions/4885838/

 For details on RD antenna pattern see Ugo Giaccari’s slides:
https://indico.cern.ch/event/826366/contributions/4880758/

 For expected performance of the RD see Felix Schlüter’s slides:
https://indico.cern.ch/event/826366/contributions/4880764/

Upgraded SD station. The RD antenna 
is in blue, the SSD in pink, the WCD is 
turquoise

https://indico.cern.ch/event/826366/contributions/4885838/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/826366/contributions/4880758/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/826366/contributions/4880764/
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AugerPrime Radio Detector uncertainty
 Event-to-event reconstruction antenna uncertainty

 Mismatch between the antenna model and the real construction.

 How to objectively quantify propagated effect of this mismatch to the 
reconstructed electromagnetic energy?

 Absolute antenna uncertainty

 Calibration using the Galactic radio emission.

 Calibration depends on choice of radio sky map, antenna model and fitting method.
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Event-to-event reconstruction antenna uncertainty
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Event-to-event reconstruction antenna uncertainty - Method

“IDEAL”
standard simulation reconstruction

“REALISTIC SITUATION”
e.g. tilted, rotated, antenna on forward response

Corsika/Coreas simulations (qgsjet, prot)

Randomly** assign modified antenna models to stationsAssign same default antenna model* to all stations

Detector response simulations***

Reconstruct electromagnetic energy

“Ideal” electromagnetic energy “Realistic” electromagnetic energy

Compare “ideal” and “realistic” elmag. energy

Assign same default model to all stations

Reconstruct electric fields at the stations***

* See also Ugo Giaccari’s talk 
** 5 different random seeds are used each time
*** MC shower direction is always used!
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Mimics the realistic mismatch!
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Antenna Model modifications

Tilted antenna by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
degrees to cardinal and intercar-
dinal directions*. (8x5=40 models)

Rotated antenna by +/- 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
degrees. (2x5=10 models)

Tilted station by 1, 2, 3 degrees to 
cardinal and intercardinal* directions
(8x3=24 models)

Shifted SSD and SP to east, west, 
north, south and “up” (2x5=10 models) 

Different grounds (7 models)

Default          
model

 In total 91 modified antenna models were produced.
 Different random seeds were used to generate arrays with modified models.
 The following modified models were used:

*Cardinal: north, south, west, east
Intercardinal: NW, NE, SW, SE
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Results – arrays with variously modified models

 
 Histograms indicate differences of reconstructed electromagnetic energy between arrays with 

forward:default<->inverse:default and forward:modified<->inverse:default models.
 Ground (~4% uncertainty) seem to be more important factor than the geometry (<2% uncertainty)
 With increasing zenith angle, the uncertainty caused by deviated geometry becomes smaller.
 Very conservatively, the error caused by the antenna modeling should not be bigger than 5%.

  All modified models are used    Only models with modified geometry    Only modified with changed ground

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal
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Absolute antenna uncertainty
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1)Simulate galactic signal seen by the radio station using 
the galactic map, antenna model and measured HW 
response

2)Fit the simulated galactic signal with the measured noise 
to derive the calibration constant
(for details on the fitting methods see Rogerio Menezes de Almeida’s 
slides: https://indico.cern.ch/event/826366/contributions/4877946/  )

 We used 5 different maps, 17 different antenna models 
and 4 different fitting methods; this gives in total 340 
constants which we then smeared by the underlying 
uncertainty of the map

Absolute galactic calibration – method & results

Method        

 EW calibration constant: 1.03 ± 9.6% ± 2%
 NS calibration constant:  0.96 ± 9.7% ± 2% 
 Uncertainty caused by the Antenna model: max 1.5%
 For more details see this proceeding: https://pos.sissa.it/395/

Results

Simulated galactic signal in the EW loop

Measured noise & galactic signal in the EW loop

https://indico.cern.ch/event/826366/contributions/4877946/
https://pos.sissa.it/395/
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Towards the Daily Absolute Galactic calibration 

 Online rapid spectra averaging done directly in the 
FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Arrays)

 Every 5 minutes thousands of spectra are averaged
 Daily datasets are still better in compare to what we 

had after 4 months with triggered data.
 Data are suitable for a daily calibration.
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Station-to-station fluctuations

 Here we averaged the daily stations calibration constants (12 days)
 Red horizontal line is average calibration constant of all stations 
 All stations are within the 95% confidence interval
 No outliers
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Conclusion
 Ground is the most significant factor in the modeling ( ~4% deviation)

 Geometric antenna uncertainties are less relevant than ground (<2% deviation)

 Geometric antenna uncertainties decrease with increasing zenith angle

 Very conservatively, the uncertainty caused by the antenna modeling should not be bigger than 5%.

 In the absolute galactic calibration, the antenna model causes an uncertainty of less then 1.5%.

 Daily galactic calibration looks promising; double use: both as a calibration tool and as a monitoring tool.
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BACKUP
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Results – arrays with variously modified models

 

All modified models are used                              Only modified geometry                                Only modified ground

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal
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More Results – Modified geometry

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal
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Shifted components

E real− Eideal
Eideal
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Modified grounds

*Default model:
per=5.5 con=14
** con is in EC unit, 
to convert to S/m divide 
by 10000

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal

E real− Eideal
Eideal
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Results of other cases

 The geometry can result mostly in <2% deviation, ground in ~4%

 Very conservatively, the error caused by the antenna modeling should not be bigger than 5%.
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Ground properties also change with weather
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Degree - tilt relation

• If you tilt tank (3.5 meters long) by 5 degrees, the difference 

between the highest and the lowest point is 31 cm.
• If you tilt antenna (~2 meters high) by 5 degrees, the difference 

between the top point from the perpendicular is 17 cm.
• If you rotate antenna by 5 degrees, the difference between the 

furthest point pointing to the north and the north is 5 cm. 

bc
a

b=sin(alpha)*c

alpha
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Absolute galactic calibration – method & results

EW NS
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Zenith correlation (tilted antenna)
Central theorem suggestion:
Large zenith –> larger foot print –> more stations –> 
large sample -> better approximation of the true value
Example:
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Zenith correlation (tilted antenna)

1) re-sample to have same # of 
samples in each zenith bin

2) divide by cos(theta)
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Energy correlation (tilted antenna)
 No strong energy correlation after resampling
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Correlations for different ground (p=20 c=303)
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Calibration – fitting each band separately

Fitting formula:
Measured (f,t) = simulated (f) * calibration constant (f,t) + noise (f,t)
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Median of the frequency dependent calibration constants
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Median of the frequency dependent calibration constants
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